
 We will take the Virsa exam on May 11th and Grammar exam on May 18th. There are no makeups. 
 
 SYLLABUS FOR FINAL EXAM VIRSA  
 
WRITTEN TEST FROM THE TOPICS BELOW IN PUNJABI 
-Numbers 1to 100 
-Days of week 
-12 months of a year 
-4 Seasons 
-4 Directions 
-General Directions 
-The Colors 
-Body Parts 
-COMPREHENSION QUESTIONS AND MAKE THE SENTENCES FROM TOPICS BELOW 
   -Imandari 
   -Guru Nanak Dev Ji 
   -Guru Arjan Dev Ji 
   -Guru Gobind Singh Ji 
-History questions from 1 to 130 but last two weeks written test in the class is study guide  
Note-Questions with the dates not included and spelling mistakes not count only in history questions 
-Dictation few words from book   
-TOPICS BELOW IS ORAL ONLY 
-Time in Punjabi 
-Book Reading from book  
-Japji Sahib Pauri 1 to 20 without book and for Pauri 21 to 25 you be able to read correct from book 
 
 Dear Parents and kids above syllabus we reviewed many times in class written, and oral .There will be no topics out of this syllabus 
in final exam 
Thanks! 
 
 



Grammar 
 
1. Definition of word and noun. Be able to match the type of noun to the definition. Be able to sort the nouns into different types. 
2. Identify pronouns. 
3. Rules for singular to plural. 
4. Be able to change a sentence from singular to plural or plural to singular. 
5. Be able to change the gender in a sentence. 
6. Know the meaning and spelling of your 50 verbs. These will be verbs on the test. 
7. Be able change the tense in a sentence and write a sentence as directed (He/she (singular and plural, I, we, You (informal and 
formal)). 
8. Write 5 sentences about yourself, your school or your family. I will choose one to write. Practice all three. 
9. Be able to write a sentence for adjectives in the book. 
 
 
Homework for this week 
 
VIRSA 
1. Review numbers 50-100. There will be a test. 

2. Recite Japji Sahib pauris 22 to 25 and salok. 

3. Review history questions 90 to 120. 

 

Grammar 

1. Write a sentence for each adjective on pages 18-20 in your book on a separate piece of paper. 

2. Review nouns and pronouns. Practice changing the gender and changing the sentence from singular to plural. We will take a quiz in the 

class for these topics. 

 

 


